Richard Challoner School Sixth Form
Preparation for A level Studies: History Induction Tasks

AQA A Level History at Richard Challoner School
There are two components that make up the A level course:
Component 1J (British Empire 1857-1967)
Component 2O (Germany 1918-45)
Specification: http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/history/as-and-a-level/history-7041-7042
Of the books/ activities listed below, you need to choose at least two (one for each component)
immediately after each of these (before you forget), you should complete the Sixth Form Induction
Tasks Worksheet.

Component 1 The British Empire 1857-1967
Films/Documentaries
Jeremy Paxman ‘Empire – Making ourselves at Home’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJg8MX5QStc&list=PL0679IGx8w0j9xU8QTSOvckFf8Hr9rvWZ
Paxman looks at how traders, conquerors and settlers spread the British way of life around the
world by creating a very British home. There are 4 other programmes in this series so watch them
all if you can.
The Empire in Colour https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4qVqcL-InI
The British Empire in Colour is a major three part series that examines the history and experience of
the British Empire, form the perspectives of both the rulers and the ruled.

Articles/introductory reading
On https://www.showbie.com/ (class code 3UYMQ) you will find 3 short chapters to read and take
brief notes on.
Activities
The National Army Museum in Chelsea ( https://www.nam.ac.uk) is worth a visit – it’s been recently
refurbished and is also free! A number of exhibitions tell the story of the British Army’s role in the
Empire, such as in the Boer War and during the Indian Mutiny.
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Component 2 Germany 1918-45
There are three ‘routes’ into this fascinating period you could take before starting the course in
September:
Route 1: What was Germany like before 1918?
Suggested Activity: Watch The War that Made the Nazis This Channel 4 documentary draws
interesting and important connections between the experience and impact of the 1 st World War
upon Germany, and the emergence of Nazism in the years that followed it.

Route 2: What was it like to have lived in Germany at this time?
Suggested Activity: Read ‘The Past Is Myself’ – Christabel Bielenberg. A fascinating memoir of an
upper class English woman living in Hamburg and married to a German who is close to the circle of
conservative resistance leaders involved in the plot to kill Hitler. Very readable and full of
perceptive observations about the Nazi dictatorship.

Route 3: Where did it all end?
Suggested Activity: Watch Albert Speer: The Nazi who said Sorry. Speer was Hitler’s architect and
later Minister of Armaments in the last years of WW2. This documentary is particularly important as
it is based upon a monumental study of Speer made by Austrian-born Gita Sereny (who as a young
woman attended the Nuremburg Trials with her father). For the greater part of her adult like,
Sereny sought to discover the truth about Albert Speer. Specifically, had Speer been truthful when
he claimed at Nuremburg that he didn’t know about the Holocaust, but should have known.
Goering's Last Stand is a drama-documentary about Goering’s defiant self-defence at the
Nuremburg Trials.
Both documentaries are fascinating and important in their own way. The one on Speer is perhaps
more valuable as it explores the motivation of a man who had not even been a member of the Nazi
Party.

